SOME INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES TO LIVE BY:
"Each time a person stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot
of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple
of hope, and crossing each other from a million different centres of
energy and daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep down
the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance" - Robert F
Kennedy.
"If you knew who walks beside you on this path you have chosen, fear
would be impossible" - A Course in Miracles.
"I believe we're here for a reason. I don't think it's any accident that
you're here today. We're here to give birth to the new consciousness,
and that's happening all the time" - Dr Seuss.
"Our call is enlightenment, to continue to wake up and do our
practice. Whatever moves us in the direction of Source" - Joyce
Hawkes.
"Our journey is really about finding our own way in the world. And as
we discover our path, we find that everything is shaped for us" Patrick Cameron.
"The world is crazily in love with you, widely and innocently in
love. Even now, thousands of secret helpers are conspiring to turn
you into the beautiful curiosity you were born to be" - Rob Brezsney.
"You were born to greatness. Having a life mission implies that the
world has need of you. In fact, the world has been preparing you to
fill this need with one incredible experience after another. Finding
and fulfilling your potential will lead you to your highest experience in
this life. Believe it, you have a mission. It is the gateway to your
personal greatness" - Greg Anderson.
"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is
that we are powerful beyond measure" - Marianne Williamson.
"An idea is never given to you without you being given the power to
make it reality. You must, however, suffer for it" - Richard Bach.

"Nothing splendid has ever been achieved except by those who dared
believe that something inside of them was superior to circumstance" Bruce Barton.
"Your talent is God's gift to you. What you do with it is your gift back
to God" - Leo Bascaglia.
"Be daring, be different, be impractical, be anything that will assert
integrity of purpose and imaginative vision against the play-it-safers,
the creatures of the commonplace, the slaves of the ordinary" - Sir
Cecil Beaton.
"Decide that you want it more than you are afraid of it" - Bill Cosby.
"We are not human beings on a spiritual journey. We are spiritual
beings on a human journey" - Stephen Covey.
"The only way to deal with an unfree world, is to become absolutely
free, that your very existence is an act of rebellion" - Albert Camus.
"People come into your life and people leave it ... You just have to
trust that life has a road mapped out for you" - Orlando Bloom.
"Just gradually begin to look fear in the eyes. It is about being honest
and realistic. This is not about playing hero [ego]. This is just being
the true character you are and not the moulded fearful individual this
force has formed you into" - Digger.
"Make no mistake about it - enlightenment is a destructive process. It
has nothing to do with becoming better or being
happier. Enlightenment is the crumbling away of untruth. It's seeing
through the facade of pretense. It's the complete eradication of
everything we imagined to be true" - Adyashanti.
"Such is the irresistible nature of Truth that all it asks, and all it wants,
is the liberty of appearing" - Thomas Paine.
"When you have to use violence, you are playing the system's
game. The Establishment will irritate and provoke you, flick your face
to make you fight, because then they can handle you. But they don't
know how to handle non-violence and humour" - John Lennon.

"For everyone practicing evil hates the light and does not come to the
Light, lest his deeds should be exposed, but he who does the Truth
comes to the Light, that his deeds may be clearly seen, that they have
been done in God" - John: 3:20.
"Imagine your own funeral and the people you leave behind. What
will others feel about you? What will be the effect of your life? What
have you left of yourself in the hearts and minds of others? What will
they truly miss about you? Did you live with integrity and courage
and love? Did you shine for yourself and others so that a light has
gone out in the world? What kind of father or mother or lover or
friend were you? These are the things that matter to our soul and the
soul of the world" Stefan Molyneaux.
"If you lose money, you've lost nothing. If you lose health, you've lost
something. If you lose character, you've lost everything" - Written on
the outside of a temple in Mahaballeswara, India.
"We are all visitors to this time, this place. We are just passing
through. Our purpose here is to observe, learn, grow, love ... and
then we RETURN HOME" - Australian Aboriginal proverb.
"Everyday people are straying away from the church and going back
to God" - Lennie Bruce.
"Here is the test to find whether or not your mission on earth is
finished: if you're alive, it isn't" - Richard Bach.
If you'd like some more wonderful inspirational quotes, take a
look here and here.

